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Degree Program Student Learning Outcomes 
Direct Measure Results 

2017-19 

The following chart gives an overview of assessment results per student learning outcome in all degree 
programs.  This assessment includes a weighted average of all direct measure results.  A criterion of 80% 
success rate was set by the Assessment Committee. For more detailed analysis, see individual program 
assessment plans. For more detail information. For a response to the results, see individual program 
assessment plans and degree program summaries. 

Master of Divinity Core 
The student should be able to: 

2015-17 2017-19 

1. Know and apply Scripture using proper hermeneutical principles. 78% 85% 

2. Articulate sound doctrine according to historic Christian orthodoxy. 87% 94% 

3. Explain how to shepherd people with biblical wisdom, compassion and
justice.

92% 85% 

4. Demonstrate healthy relationships with God and neighbor. 97% 93% 

Master of Arts (Biblical and Theological Studies) 
The student should be able to: 

2017-19 is first  
year of assessment 

1. Know and apply Scripture using proper hermeneutical principles. 86% 

2. Articulate sound doctrine according to historic Christian orthodoxy. 88% 

3. Demonstrate competency in research skills for academic study of the
Scriptures and Christian theology.

40% 

Master of Arts in Counseling 
The student should be able to: 

1. Understand Scripture according to Christian orthodoxy. 11% 55% 

2. Articulate fundamental counseling theories, techniques and research. 100% 98% 

3. Apply counseling interventions with skill and compassion. 100% 100% 

4. Produce scholarly work utilizing current research. 100% 75% 

5. Demonstrate healthy relationships with God and others. 100% 99% 
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Master of Arts in Ministry  
The student should be able to: 

1. Know and apply Scripture using proper hermeneutical principles. 83% 76% 

2. Articulate sound doctrine according to historic Christian orthodoxy. 82% 84% 

3. Demonstrate ministry competency in an applied setting. 100% 92% 

4. Demonstrate healthy relationships with God and neighbor. 100% 100% 

Doctor of Ministry  
The student should be able to: 

1. Produce biblical and theological solutions to challenges in ministry
culture.

45% 88% 

2. Demonstrate advanced ministry knowledge in at least one of four areas
of ministry: Preaching and Teaching, Ministry Leadership, Pastoral Care
and Christian Formation.

50% 100% 

3. Exercise library and research skills appropriate for increasing ministerial
competence.

100% 33% 
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Master of Divinity Program 
2017-19 

Master of Divinity Core 
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Master of Divinity Program 
Summary of Assessment 2016-18 

Assessment Results  
The MDiv Core has four student learning outcomes (SLOs). Following are the results per outcome. The 
benchmark for success is 80%: 

1. Know and apply Scripture using proper hermeneutical principles. 85% 
2. Articulate sound doctrine according to historic Christian orthodoxy. 94% 
3. Explain how to shepherd people with biblical wisdom, compassion and justice. 85% 
4. Demonstrate healthy relationships with God and neighbor. 94% 

The results demonstrate that the Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) were all well above the benchmark of 
80%.  

Highlights include: 

Strengths: 
 Over the years, there have been consistent favorable assessment results in the MDiv program.
 The Bible and Theology Test had the largest increase ever reported between entering and graduating

students. This demonstrates that students are learning new information as compared to when they
entered seminary.

 The Comprehensive Theological Oral Exam continues to yield positive results – very encouraging
considering its summative nature.

 Most assessment instruments are working well, particularly the juried reviews.
 Graduate feedback is consistently positive in all areas.
 Action Items are linked to the budget process as necessary (see below).
 Action Items are linked to the Strategic Priorities they support and fulfill.

Improvements to be addressed: 
 While the BL501 paper has fluctuated in its scores, the Faculty and Assessment Committee continue

to recognize that it is not best-suited to measure SLO#1 regarding hermeneutical principles since it is
a first year course. Therefore, the Assessment Committee is pursuing different options for a new
instrument.

For detailed information, see the individual Degree Program Assessment Charts. 

Budget Implications 
There were no budget implications in this cycle of assessment. 

Strategic Plan Implications 
It is important to note that the Action Items from the degree program assessment plans have been aligned 
to specific Strategic Priorities to show the relationship between assessment and strategic planning and 
therefore the effectiveness of the institution itself.  

Those Strategic Priorities most often aligned in degree program assessment are Strategic Priority #3 
“Develop the Seminary’s Academic Programs” and Strategic Priority #5 “Develop an institutional culture 
committed to continuous improvement through assessment.”   
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It is our expectation that though the Strategic Priorities are well-developed and cover all aspects of the 
seminary, it is conceivable that results from degree program assessment could engender significant change or 
addition to the Strategic Priorities. In the meantime, the Action Items support and fulfill the Strategic 
Priorities (see M.Div. Assessment Charts).   

Direct and Indirect Measures  
As mentioned in the “Improvements” section, a new instrument needs to be found for SLO #1. Otherwise, 
Phoenix Seminary has effective direct measures for the rest of the SLOs. Indirect measure results continue to 
be positive and are largely provided by the ATS Questionnaires. 

Assessment Process  
The Assistant Dean of Assessment collects all results from the Direct and Indirect Measures, making a brief, 
initial analysis.  The degree program assessment data and this initial analysis are reviewed by Faculty in late 
August.  The Faculty makes a comprehensive analysis and suggests change for the future. (If needed, the 
Assessment Committee may follow-up any Faculty concerns that need to be addressed – particularly if it has 
to do with the assessment process or instruments.  Revised plans are finalized by the Assistant Dean of 
Assessment based on the Faculty’s input. The Assistant Dean of Assessment creates an action list and follows 
through on all action items for the year.  

Conclusion 
The MDiv. remains strong in its student learning outcomes. Results are well-above the benchmark. 
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Assessment Plan and Record for Year: 2017-18 

Institutional Mission: To equip godly leaders to serve Jesus Christ effectively in a diverse and changing world by providing theological education with personal mentoring and ministry training in partnership with the 
local church. 

Academic/Administrative/Student Services Program:   Master of Divinity Core 

Program Purpose:  The Master of Divinity degree is designed to equip students for professional, vocational ministry in church and para-church settings.  This may include a broad range of occupations, including the pastorate, 
intercultural service, Christian leadership, pastoral counseling, chaplaincy, evangelism, and youth ministry.  In many churches and denominations, the M.Div. degree has been recommended for those preparing for ordination.  It 
can also provide the academic basis for the D.Min., Th.M. or Ph.D. degrees. 

Assessment Plan (“beginning the loop”) Assessment Record (“closing the loop”) 
Student Learning Outcomes 
(SLO) 

Criteria & Procedures Assessment Results Analysis and Use of Results Strategic Planning and/or Budget 
Action 

Responsible for Follow-up 

1. The student should be able
to know and apply
Scripture using proper
hermeneutical principles

Aligned to:
ATS Standard A.2.2 -
Religious Heritage

Success is achieved if summary of weighted measures is 
80% or higher. 

Direct Measures 
Comprehensive Theology Oral Exam Score.  Success 
will be achieved if 75% of students receive an 
unconditional or conditional pass on the oral exam the 
first time. 
Standardized Bible and Theology Test administered at 
graduation.  Success will be achieved if 85% of students 
achieve a score of 75 (equivalent of a B-) or higher . 
Also evaluate improvement rate between entering and 
graduating. 
Juried Reviews Success will be achieved if 80% of 
students receive a “meet” or “exceeds” for this outcome. 
• BL501 Final Exam
• Theological Oral Exam
• 30-Hour Review of Students Success will be

achieved if 60% of students receive a “meet” or
“exceeds” for this outcome.

• 60-Hour Review of Students
• Faculty Review of Graduates

Indirect Measures 
• ATS GSQ Table 13 - Ability to use/interpret

Scriptures – success will be achieved if the average
score is a 4 (satisfied) or higher.  Maximum score is a
5.

• ATS AQ Table 21 – Effectiveness in education:
comprehensive understanding of religious heritage;

• ATS AQ Table 23 - Importance of biblical studies
and spiritual directions/faith practices in professional
work - success for both AQ tables will be achieved if
the average score is a 3 (effective/somewhat
important) or higher.  Maximum score is a 4.

Direct Measure Summary - 85% 
achieved benchmark or higher 
(summary of weighted measures) 

Comprehensive Theology Oral Exam 
Score – 88% 
Standardized Bible and Theology Test 
74% of graduates received a score of 75 
or higher.  
Juried Reviews: 
• BL501 Final Exam – 67%
• Theological Oral Exam – 87 %
• 30-Hour Review of Students – 100%
• 60-Hour Review of Students – 100%
• Faculty Review of Graduates – 91%

Bible & Theology Test: 
This is the first year with a shorter test 
and revised test:  2016-18 – 2 years – 
74% of grads received a score of 75 or 
higher; If we include 2nd attempts (2 
grads) then the percentage goes up to 
84% receiving 75 or higher which almost 
meets our benchmark. 

There was a 35% increase between 
incoming and graduating average 
scores—the largest increase ever for the 
MDiv. 

Theology Oral Exam –  
2016-17 – 5 of 7 passed; 2 were 
exemplary passes; 2 who didn’t pass 
retook exam and passed, one with 
exemplary pass.  
2017-18 – 9 of 9 students passed; 5 of 9 
were exemplary passes. 

Indirect Measures 
• ATS GSQ Table 15 –

Ability to use/interpret Scriptures – 3.7
• ATS AQ Table 21 – Effect of educat:

Understand. of religious heritage – 3.8
• ATS AQ Table 23 - Importance of

area of study in professional work
Biblical studies – 3.0;
Spiritual directions/faith practices – 2.7

Results indicate the SLO was met. 

Bible & Theology Test: 
Faculty were encouraged to see the largest ever 
increase between entering and graduating 
results. 

Proctoring of the exam was also discussed 
(requiring students to take it at the seminary). 
There were a number of faculty who didn’t 
want to ask this of students given the distance 
to the seminary. 

Clarification also needs to be made as to 
whether students see their wrong answers or if 
they are just given a score. 

There needs to be more communication with 
students about the BTT—the expectation that 
they must pass it in order to graduate. 

Across the degree programs, most second 
attempts were the same day and the rest were 
the next day. They retook it because they failed 
the first time and needed to pass (score of 69 or 
higher) to graduate. Also, the time to retake the 
exam was significantly lower for most students. 

Consideration was given to whether second 
attempts should be used. It was decided that the 
Assessment Committee would consider this at 
their next meeting and make a recommendation 
to the faculty. 

BL501 Final Exam is quite low, the same as 
last year 67%, but it’s only one of many 
instruments used for this SLO and it’s a 
beginning course. There was consensus that 
having an instrument from a first-year course is 
not effective. Various suggestions were made 
for consideration in the future.  

ACTION: Assessment Committee will 
consider whether second attempts should be 
used. Relates to Strategic Priority #5 
“…continuous improvement through 
assessment” 

ACTION: Clarify whether students see their 
wrong answers in BTT. Relates to Strategic 
Priority #5 “…continuous improvement 
through assessment” 

ACTION: Students need to understand, 
through their SSA, that the BTT will be 
required at graduation and they must pass it in 
order to graduate. Relates to Strategic Priority 
#5 “…continuous improvement through 
assessment” 

There are no budget implications at this 
time. 

Responsible Party: Assessment 
Committee 
Follow-up Date:  September 18, 2018 

Responsible Party: Roma Royer 
Follow-up Date:  September 18, 2018 
It was determined that students never see 
their wrong answers. They are only given 
their overall score. 

Responsible Party: Roma Royer 
Follow-up Date:  October 31, 2018 
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2. The student should be
able to articulate sound
doctrine according to
historic Christian
orthodoxy.

Aligned to:
ATS Standard A.2.2 -
Religious Heritage

Success is achieved if summary of weighted measures is 
80% or higher. 

Direct Measures 
Comprehensive Theology Oral Exam Score.  Success 
will be achieved if 75% of students receive an 
unconditional or conditional pass on the oral exam the 
first time.  
Standardized Bible and Theology Test (theology 
portion only) administered at graduation.  Success will 
be achieved if 85% of students receive an 84% (19 
points) score or higher. Also evaluate improvement rate 
between entering and graduating. 
Juried Reviews Success will be achieved if 80% of 
students receive a “meet” or “exceeds” for this outcome. 
• Theological Oral Exam
• 30-Hour Review of Students Success will be

achieved if 60% of students receive a “meet” or
“exceeds” for this outcome.

• 60-Hour Review of Students
• Faculty Review of Graduates

Indirect Measures 
• Student survey after oral exam; one question

addresses this outcome. Success will be achieved if
90% “strongly agree” or “agree.”

• ATS GSQ Table 15 - Knowledge of church doctrine;
Ability to think theologically - success will be
achieved if the average score is a 4 (satisfied) or
higher.  Maximum score is a 5.

• ATS AQ Table 21 –
Effectiveness in education: comprehensive
understanding of religious heritage

• ATS AQ Table 23 - Importance of biblical studies,
theology and ethics and moral theology in
professional work  - success for both AQ tables will
be achieved if the average score is a 3
(effective/somewhat important) or higher.  Maximum
score is a 4.

Direct Measure Summary - 94% 
achieved benchmark or higher 
(summary of weighted measures) 

Comprehensive Theology Oral Exam 
Score – 88% 
Standardized Bible and Theology Test 
– 90% of students received 19 pts or
more.

Juried Reviews Success will be achieved 
if 80% of students receive a “meet” or 
“exceeds” for this outcome. 
• Theological Oral Exam –  92%
• 30-Hour Review of Students – 100%
• 60-Hour Review of Students – 100%
• Faculty Review of Graduates – 100%

Indirect Measures 
Student survey after oral exam – 100% 

• ATS GSQ Table 15 –
Knowledge of church doctrine-4.6
Ability to think theologically – 4.8

• ATS AQ Table 21 – Effect of
education:
Understanding of religious heritage-3.8

• ATS AQ Table 23 - Importance of
area of study in professional work:
Biblical studies – 3.0
Theology – 3.0
Ethics and moral theology – 2.8

Results indicate the SLO was met. 

Bible & Theology Test: 
This is the first year with shorter test and 
revised test:   
2016-19 – 90% of students received 19 pts 
or more in theology portion of BTT. This 
exceeds the benchmark! 

Average point score was 20 pts out of 23. 

Faculty were pleased to see a 54% increase 
from incoming theology scores to 
graduating. 

Theology Oral Exam –  
2016-17 – 5 of 7 passed; 2 were exemplary 
passes; 2 who didn’t pass retook exam and 
passed, one with exemplary pass.  
2017-18 – 9 of 9 students passed; 5 of 9 
were exemplary passes. 

No further action is needed. 
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3. The student should be
able to explain how to
shepherd people with
biblical wisdom,
compassion and justice.

Aligned to:
ATS Standard A.2.4 -
Personal & Spiritual
Formation

ATS Standard A.2.5 -
Capacity for ministerial
and public leadership

Success is achieved if summary of weighted measures is 
80% or higher. 

Direct Measures 
Comprehensive Theology Oral Exam Score.  Success 
will be achieved if 75% of students receive an 
unconditional or conditional pass on the oral exam the 
first time.  
Juried Reviews Success will be achieved if 80% of 
students receive a “meet” or “exceeds” for this outcome. 
• MS508 funeral sermon
• Theological Oral Exam
• 30-Hour Review of Students Success will be

achieved if 60% of students receive a “meet” or
“exceeds” for this outcome.

• 60-Hour Review of Students
• Faculty Review of Graduates

Indirect Measures 
• Evaluation from internship supervisor which

includes a question addressing this outcome.  Success 
will be achieved if 80% of respondents choose 
“Strongly Agree” or “Agree”. 

• ATS  GSQ Table 14 - Empathy for poor and
oppressed; Concern for social justice; Insight into
troubles of others; success will be achieved if the
average score is a 4 (stronger) or higher.  Maximum
score is a 5.

• ATS GSQ Table 15 – Ability to lead others; Ability
to give spiritual direction; Ability in pastoral
counseling; success will be achieved if the average
score is a 4 (satisfied) or higher.  Maximum score is a
5.

• ATS AQ Table 21 – Effectiveness in education:
comprehensive understanding of religious heritage;
understanding cultural context of religious work;
development in personal & spiritual formation

• ATS AQ Table 23 - Importance of spiritual
directions/faith practices, pastoral counseling and
ethics and moral theology in professional work  -
success for both AQ tables will be achieved if the
average score is a 3 (effective/somewhat important) or
higher.  Maximum score is a 4.

Direct Measure Summary - 85% 
achieved benchmark or higher  
(summary of weighted measures) 

Juried Reviews Success will be achieved 
if 80% of students receive a “meet” or 
“exceeds” for this outcome. 
• Theological Oral Exam – 89%
• MS508 Funeral Sermon – 50%
• 30-Hour Review of Students – 100%
• 60-Hour Review of Students – 100%
• Faculty Review of Graduates – 100%

Indirect Measures 
• ATS  GSQ Table 14

Empathy for poor and oppressed-3.7
Concern for social justice-3.6
Insight into troubles of others-4.0

• ATS GSQ Table 15
Ability to lead others-4.1
Ability to give spiritual direction-4.4
Ability in pastoral counseling-4.0

• ATS AQ Table 21 – Effect of educat:
Understand. of religious heritage-3.8
Understand. cultural context of
religious work -3.2
Development in pers. & spiritual
formation – 3.8

• ATS AQ Table 23 - Importance of
area of study in professional work:
Spiritual directions/faith practices – 3.0
Pastoral counseling – 3.0
Ethics and moral theology – 2.8

Results indicate the SLO was met. 

MS508 Funeral Sermon – The last 
cycle’s score was 75%. Faculty agreed that 
there were some challenges to the artifacts 
examined, it still remains a helpful artifact 
for evaluating this SLO. 

No further action is needed. 
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4. The student should be
able to demonstrate
healthy relationships with
God and neighbor.

Aligned to: 
ATS Standard A.2.3 - 
Cultural context 

ATS Standard A.2.4 - 
Personal & Spiritual 
Formation 

ATS Standard A.2.5 - 
Capacity for ministerial 
and public leadership 

Success is achieved if summary of weighted measures is 
80% or higher. 

Direct Measures 
Comprehensive Theological Oral Exam Success will 
be achieved if 75% of students receive an unconditional 
or conditional pass on the oral exam the first time.  
Results of 30/60 hour reviews Success will be achieved 
if 80% of students pass the first time. 
Juried Reviews Success will be achieved if 80% of 
students receive a “meet” or “exceeds” for this outcome. 
• Field Education
• Theological Oral Exam
• 30-Hour Review of Students Success will be

achieved if 60% of students receive a “meet” or
“exceeds” for this outcome.

• 60-Hour Review of Students
• Faculty Review of Graduates

Indirect Measures 
• Internship Supervisor Evaluation – Question addressing

this outcome.  Success will be achieved if 80% of
respondents choose “Strongly Agree” or “Agree”.

• ATS  GSQ Table 14 – Trust in God; Ability to live one’s
faith in daily life; Strength of Spiritual life; Empathy for
poor and oppressed; Concern for social justice; Insight into
troubles of others; success will be achieved if the average
score is a 4 (stronger) or higher.  Maximum score is a 5.

• ATS GSQ Table 15 - Ability to relate social issues to faith;
success will be achieved if the average score is a 4
(satisfied) or higher.  Maximum score is a 5.

• ATS AQ Table 21 – Effectiveness in education:
comprehensive understanding of religious heritage;
understanding cultural context of religious work;
development in personal & spiritual formation

• ATS AQ Table 23 - Importance of spiritual directions/faith
practices in professional work  - success for both AQ tables
will be achieved if the average score is a 3
(effective/somewhat important) or higher.  Maximum score
is a 4.

Direct Measure Summary - 94% 
achieved benchmark or higher  
(summary of weighted measures) 

Juried Reviews Success will be achieved 
if 80% of students receive a “meet” or 
“exceeds” for this outcome. 
• Field Education – 100%
• Theological Oral Exam – 89%
• 30-Hour Review of Students – 96%
• 60-Hour Review of Students – 95%
• Faculty Review of Graduates – 78%

Indirect Measure 
• ATS  GSQ Table 14

Trust in God-4.5
Ability to live one’s faith daily 4.1
Empathy for poor and oppressed-3.7
Concern for social justice-3.6
Insight into troubles of others-4.0

• ATS GSQ Table 15
Abil. to relate soc. issues to faith-4.25

• ATS AQ Table 21 – Effect of educat:
Understand. of religious heritage-3.8
Understand. cultural context of
religious work -3.2
Development in pers. & spiritual
formation – 3.8

• ATS AQ Table 23 - Importance of
area of study in professional work:
Spiritual directions/faith practices – 2.7

Results indicate the SLO was met. ACTION: Conduct Field Education juried 
review in early January 2019 since there were 
not enough students to review earlier in 2018. 
Relates to Strategic Priority #5 “…continuous 
improvement through assessment” 

There are no budget implications at this 
time. 

Responsible Party: Roma Royer 
Follow-up Date:  December 1, 2018 
Completed: May 2019 

Excerpt from 8/28/18 faculty minutes: 

4. MDiv Assessment
A. SLO #1  Positive response with distinct improvement from the previous year.
BTT
i. There is a significant increase of participation in the graduating BTT responses.  (MAC students performed a lot better in 2018

class) 
ii. The question was raised as to whether or not 2nd attempts should be included in assessment results.

a. Dr. Arnold suggested that only 1st attempts should be used for assessment purposes.
b. Dr. Tracy voiced that he does not have a problem with using second attempts for the Oral exam, and he is open to

second attempts for the BTT. He expressed that the department is cheating itself if we don’t look at 2nd attempts.
c. Roma intends to continue the discussion regarding utilization of 2nd attempts with the Assessment Committee.

iii. Dr. Meade asked who was proctoring the exam.
a. There is no proctor. The exam is completed online.
b. Dr. Meade asked if students could come on campus to complete the exam in order to give the BTT more importance and

make students take it more seriously. He suggested having them come in as a group or completing it by appointment.
c. Dr. Gurry voiced hesitancy in making students driving up to an hour in order to take a 30min test.
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d. Danielle Carpenter commented that students are taking the test much more seriously since they now have to pass in
order to graduate. They expressed great stress about the test to her.

e. Ultimately, Dr. DelHousaye and Dr. Gurry expressed discomfort with having students come in to complete the test. The
suggestion was set aside for the time being.

iv. Dr. Arnold suggested that communication about the BTT needs to be increased leading up to graduation.
v. Dr. Gurry asked how many needed to retake the test. (2 Students)

a. Dr. Meade pointed out that we want to push towards meeting assessment benchmarks, which is higher than passing.
b. Roma added that students are required to pass, but the institution’s goals involve higher overall results.

vi. Dr. Tracy pointed out that we need to clarify that students cannot see test answers after the 1st attempt, which would skew 2nd

attempt results. 
a. Dr. Meade noted that the Questions AND Answers are randomized.

vii. Dr. Meade asked for it to be noted that at this time, we are not meeting standards.
 BL501

i. Results were still fairly low.
ii. Dr. Arnold asked for feedback from the juried reviews as to the insufficiency as this could help professors focus more on

these topics in class.
a. Roma stated that she would distribute feedback to professors involved in the juried review courses.

iii. Dr. DelHousaye noted that it is interesting how results have stayed the same across 10 years and several different professors.
He suggested that this may not be the result of teaching styles or competencies but the students’ capacities as this is an early
class. Dr. Tracy seconded this and questioned the efficacy of using a class taken in a student’s first semester. He suggested
using a TH503 assignment or at least until a student is further along. Ideally hermeneutics should be applied in every class
and not just a hermeneutic class.

iv. Dr. Delhousaye asked if BL501 could function as a capstone course as it is in other institutions.
a. Roma noted that it was previously discussed and faculty decided against it.

v. Dr. Arnold noted that a challenge is that students don’t have set tracks and we can’t predict when a student might take a
class. Would it be possible to do a portfolio approach?

vi. Dr. DelHousaye presented the idea of having a weekly chapel where graduating students can present a project or sermon.
They would submit preparation materials and the presentation would be used as a capstone project.
a. Dr. Arnold questioned the pragmatics of pulling this off.
b. Family and friends could be invited, and it would grow beyond just having students attend.
c. Dr. Tracy noted that assessment wise, it would be much more effective.
d. Dr. Hunter noted that it would require a collection of rubrics and preparation on the part of the faculty. And students are

not something students are interested in at this time.
e. Dr. Meade added that it would be a great way to bring written and oral academic skills together, and a positive

assessment tool. Is it a problem for MAC students?
- Dr. Smith noted that communication is a key objective of the MAC program and presentations are embedded in

the program.
vii. Dr. Smith noted that the bigger problem is that because there is no set course order for most of our courses, each course

becomes a standalone. And each student has very different capacities. This is even a challenge for the curriculum structure
as assignments have to be structured to be fair for 1st semester and last semester students.
a. Dr. Arnold noted that this is the nature of the beast, and there may not be a way around it. However, it is very shaping

for students for the older to nurture the younger.
b. Dr. Hunter added that future growth may allow for more of a cohort model, but an increase in enrollment will also

change the school.
viii. Dr. Hunter encouraged the faculty that these discussions are useful even if they don’t result in much change. The school can

only manage a few changes in a year!
B. SLO#2 showed significant improvement with a 54% increase.
C. SLO #3  Significantly low result for the MS508 artifact.

i. Based on the juried reviews, papers showed false assurances of salvation. However, there was a strong use of Scripture.
a. Dr. Arnold noted that these were consistent in the papers.
b. Dr. Anderson added that one used an OT passage that wasn’t particularly relevant.
c. Faculty agreed that the assignment is a helpful artifact, but it may need more direction.

ii. Dr. DelHousaye pointed out that this is one metric, with results from one year. It is not as significant and something to be
watching but maybe not indicative of a detriment on the part of the school.

D. SLO#4 Positive results with a 93%.
i. Field Ed results are delayed due to a lack of artifacts.
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Master of Arts in Biblical and 
Theological Studies  

Program 

2017-19 

PHOENIX SEMINARY 
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Master of Arts (Biblical and Theological Studies) Program 
Summary of Assessment 2017-19 

Assessment Results  
This is the first assessment of the MA(BTS) program. It has three student learning outcomes (SLOs). 
Following are the results per outcome. The benchmark for success is 80%: 

1. Know and apply Scripture using proper hermeneutical principles. 86% 
2. Articulate sound doctrine according to historic Christian orthodoxy. 88% 
3. Demonstrate competency in research skills for academic study of the Scriptures

and Christian theology. 40% 

The results demonstrate that the Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) in the MA(BTS) program were met 
with the exception of SLO #3.  

Highlights include: 

Strengths: 
 Thus far, the direct measures for the MA(BTS) are working well.
 Graduate feedback is positive in all areas.
 Action Items are linked to the budget process as necessary (see below).
 Action Items are linked to the Strategic Priorities they support and fulfill.

Improvements to be addressed: 
 In reviewing the assessment results, specifically SLO #3, it became apparent that not all faculty were

clear on the nature of and expectations for the MA(BTS) program, specifically as it relates to the
culminating individualized studies. The MA(BTS) Director has clarified the culminating
individualized study expectations for the faculty. Therefore, these individualized studies will be more
rigorous going forward. Another aspect of the low results was a small sample size and a number of
MDiv students who transferred to the MA(BTS) in order to graduate sooner.

 All of the direct measures will continue to be monitored through the program’s second cycle of
assessment. The online learning department is determining the best way to assess online learning for
the MA(BTS) program.

For detailed information, see the individual Degree Program Assessment Charts. 

Budget Implications 
There are no budget implications for this cycle of assessment. 

Strategic Plan Implications 
It is important to note that the Action Items from the degree program assessment plans have been aligned 
to specific Strategic Priorities to show the relationship between assessment and strategic planning and 
therefore the effectiveness of the institution itself.  

Those Strategic Priorities most often aligned in degree program assessment are Strategic Priority #3 
“Develop the Seminary’s Academic Programs” and Strategic Priority #5 “Develop an institutional culture 
committed to continuous improvement through assessment.”   
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It is our expectation that though the Strategic Priorities are well-developed and cover all aspects of the 
seminary, it is conceivable that results from degree program assessment could engender significant change or 
addition to the Strategic Priorities. In the meantime, the Action Items support and fulfill the Strategic 
Priorities (see M.Div. Assessment Charts).   

Direct and Indirect Measures  
As noted earlier, the direct measures for the MA(BTS) are effective. Indirect measure results continue to be 
positive and are largely provided by the ATS Questionnaires. 

Assessment Process  
The Assistant Dean of Assessment collects all results from the Direct and Indirect Measures, making a brief, 
initial analysis.  The degree program assessment data and this initial analysis are reviewed by Faculty in late 
August.  The Faculty makes a comprehensive analysis and suggests change for the future. (If needed, the 
Assessment Committee may follow-up any Faculty concerns that need to be addressed – particularly if it has 
to do with the assessment process or instruments.  Revised plans are finalized by the Assistant Dean of 
Assessment based on the Faculty’s input. The Assistant Dean of Assessment creates an action list and follows 
through on all action items for the year.  

Conclusion 
The results are mostly positive for this first cycle of assessment of the MA(BTS) program.  As noted in the 
“improvements” section, there was some faculty misunderstanding about the culminating individualized study 
requirements. Faculty are now aware, and going forward, these studies should prove to be an effective 
assessment instrument. 
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Assessment Plan and Record for Years: 2017-19 

Institutional Mission: To equip godly leaders to serve Jesus Christ effectively in a diverse and changing world by providing theological education with personal 
mentoring and ministry training in partnership with the local church. 

Academic/Administrative/Student Services Program:   Master of Arts in Biblical and Theological Studies 

Program Purpose:  The Master of Arts in Biblical and Theological Studies is available 100% online or in our traditional campus setting. The flexibility this degree 
provides is ideal for students currently serving in churches or parachurch organizations, allowing them to obtain graduate Biblical and Theological education while 
learning practical ministry skills in their current church or parachurch ministry contexts. Because students have the option to complete a thesis, this degree may be used as 
the academic foundation needed to continue in a Ph.D. program. This degree is also an ideal option for those in secular vocations who want to do graduate studies in Bible 
and Theology.  

This is the first assessment conducted for the MA(BTS) program 

Assessment Plan (“beginning the loop”) Assessment Record (“closing the loop”) 
Student Learning Outcomes 
(SLO) 

Criteria & Procedures Assessment Results Analysis and Use of Results Strategic Planning and/or Budget 
Action 

Responsible for Follow-up 

1. The student should be able
to know and apply
Scripture using proper
hermeneutical principles

Aligned to:
ATS Standard D.2.1.

Success is achieved if summary of weighted measures 
is 80% or higher. 

Direct Measures 
Standardized Bible and Theology Test administered at 
graduation.  Success will be achieved if 85% of students 
achieve a score of 75 or higher. Also evaluate 
improvement rate between entering and graduating. 
Juried Reviews Success will be achieved if 80% of 
students receive a “meet” or “exceeds” for this outcome. 
 BL501 Final Exam
 TH503 Paper
 Thesis (or individualized study paper)
 Faculty Review of Graduates

Indirect Measures 
ATS GSQ Table 15 - Ability to use/interpret Scriptures 
– success will be achieved if the average score is a 4
(satisfied) or higher.  Maximum score is a 5.

Direct Measure Summary - 86% 
achieved benchmark or higher 
(summary of weighted measures) 

Standardized Bible and Theology Test 
- 67%; rises to 83% for second attempt
Juried Reviews
 BL501 Final Exam – 100%
 TH503 Paper – 67%
 Thesis (or individualized study

paper) – 100%
 Faculty Review of Graduates – 100%

Bible & Theology Test 
2016-18 – 2 years - 67% received 75 
pts or more; there was only one 
second attempt. If we include it, the 
percentage rises to 83% received 75 
pts or more. 

2016-17 – didn’t have second 
attempts 

Across the degree programs, most second 
attempts were the same day and the rest 
were the next day. They retook it because 
they failed the first time and needed to 
pass (score of 69 or higher) to graduate. 
Also, the time to retake the exam was 
significantly lower for most students. 

Indirect Measures 
 ATS GSQ Table 15 –

Ability to use/interpret Scriptures – 4.3

Results indicate the SLO was met. 

Bible and Theology Test 
Proctoring of the exam was also discussed 
(requiring students to take it at the seminary). 
There were a number of faculty who didn’t 
want to ask this of students given the distance 
to the seminary. 

Clarification also needs to be made as to 
whether students see their wrong answers or if 
they are just given a score. 

There needs to be more communication with 
students about the BTT—the expectation that 
they must pass it in order to graduate. 

Consideration was given to whether second 
attempts should be used. It was decided that the 
Assessment Committee would consider this at 
their next meeting and make a recommendation 
to the faculty. 

BL501 Final Paper (100%) is in stark contrast 
to the MDiv students who were reviewed. 
Faculty suggested that MDiv and MABTS 
papers not be separated in juried review to 
avoid bias. 

TH503 Paper –Comment from the jurors: 
“Across the board, students need to cite the best 
form of views and arguments they don’t hold. 
In particular, they should cite people who hold 
those views.”; online students seemed to 
struggle more with the assignments – identity 
was revealed after juried review; is part of the 
struggle difficulty in acquiring adequate 
resources? Watch for this possibility in next 
review. 

ACTION: Assessment Committee will 
consider whether second attempts should be 
used. Relates to Strategic Priority #5 
“…continuous improvement through 
assessment” 

ACTION: Clarify whether students see their 
wrong answers in BTT. Relates to Strategic 
Priority #5 “…continuous improvement 
through assessment” 

ACTION: Students need to understand, 
through their SSA, that the BTT will be 
required at graduation and they must pass it in 
order to graduate. Relates to Strategic Priority 
#5 “…continuous improvement through 
assessment” 

ACTION: Assessment Committee should 
consider whether to combine MDiv and 
MA(BTS) papers in juried review so as to avoid 
bias. Relates to Strategic Priority #5 
“…continuous improvement through 
assessment” 

There are no budget implications at this 
time. 

Responsible Party: Assessment 
Committee 
Follow-up Date:  September 18, 2018 
Completed Date: September 18, 2018 
AC agreed to wait until more results have 
been tallied, through the 2019-20 
academic year, before making any further 
changes 

Responsible Party: Roma Royer 
Follow-up Date:  September 18, 2018 
It was determined that students never see 
their wrong answers. They are only given 
their overall score. 

Responsible Party: Roma Royer 
Follow-up Date:  October 31, 2018 

Responsible Party: Roma Royer 
Follow-up Date:  December 31, 2018 
Completed Date: Unknown 
Assessment Committee decided to 
combine degree program papers to avoid 
bias. 
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2. The student should be
able to articulate sound
doctrine according to
historic Christian
orthodoxy.

Aligned to:
ATS Standard D.2.1.

Success is achieved if summary of weighted measures 
is 80% or higher. 

Direct Measures 
Standardized Bible and Theology Test (theology 
portion only) administered at graduation.  New success 
measure using only theology portion will need to be 
determined. Also evaluate improvement rate between 
entering and graduating. 
Juried Reviews Success will be achieved if 80% of 
students receive a “meet” or “exceeds” for this outcome. 
 TH503 Paper
 BL501 Final Exam
 Thesis (or individualized study paper)
 Faculty Review of Graduates

Indirect Measures 
 ATS GSQ Table 15 - Knowledge of church doctrine;

Ability to think theologically - success will be
achieved if the average score is a 4 (satisfied) or
higher.  Maximum score is a 5.

Direct Measure Summary - 88% 
achieved benchmark or higher 
(summary of weighted measures) 

Standardized Bible and Theology Test 
- 67 % rises to 83% for second attempt
Juried Reviews
 BL501 Final Exam  - 75%
 TH503 Paper – 100%
 Thesis (or individualized study

paper) – 100%
 Faculty Review of Graduates – 100%

2016-18 – 2 years - 67% received 19 
pts or more; there was only one 
second attempt. If we include it, the 
percentage rises to 83% receiving 19 
pts or more. 

Indirect Measures 
 ATS GSQ Table 15 –

Knowledge of church doctrine-4.3
Ability to think theologically – 4.3

Results indicate the SLO was met. 

Regarding Bible and Theology test, see action 
plan from SLO #1. 

No further action is needed. 

3. The student should be
able to demonstrate
competency in research
skills for academic study
of the Scriptures and
Christian theology

Aligned to:
ATS Standard D.2.2 &
D.2.3.

Success is achieved if summary of weighted measures 
is 80% or higher. 

Direct Measures 
Juried Reviews Success will be achieved if 80% of 
students receive a “meet” or “exceeds” for this outcome. 
 Thesis (or individualized study paper)
 Faculty Review of Graduates

Indirect Measures 
 ATS GSQ Table 15 – Ability to use/interpret

Scriptures; Knowledge of church doctrine; Ability to
think theologically - success will be achieved if the
average score is a 4 (satisfied) or higher.  Maximum
score is a 5.

Direct Measure Summary  - 40% 
achieved benchmark or higher  
(summary of weighted measures) 

Juried Reviews 
 Thesis (or individualized study

paper) – 0%
 Faculty Review of Graduates – 100%

Indirect Measures 
 ATS GSQ Table 15 –

Ability to use/interpret Scriptures – 4.3
Knowledge of church doctrine-4.3
Ability to think theologically – 4.3

Results indicate the SLO was not met. 

Thesis (or individualized study) – 0% 
There have been no students who have 
done a thesis. Three individualized studies 
were evaluated—the first few from the 
program, largely MDiv students opting 
into a shorter program. 

Comment from the jurors: “A consistent 
weakness was found in the area of 
academic research and particularly 
engaging with them analytically, 
synthesizing the results, and presenting it 
clearly.” 

Faculty discussed the need to clarify the 
difference between the MA(BTS) 
culminating individualized study and a 
regular one. It was clear that there was 
some lack of understanding by faculty 
conducting the individualized studies. This 
will be rectified by the Director of the 
program who is working to clarify 
expectations including a one-page 
summary of expectations.  

The discussion also revealed a lack of 
understanding of the academic rigor 
required  in the MA(BTS) as compared to 
the MAM, for instance. This has been 
rectified by the discussion. 

ACTION: MA(BTS) director will clarify 
processes for culminating individualized studies 
and provide faculty with a one page summary 
of expectation.  Relates to Strategic Priority #5 
“…continuous improvement through 
assessment” 

There are no budget implications at this 
time. 

Responsible Party: Brian Arnold 
Follow-up Date:  December 31, 
2018 
Completed Date: Fall 2018 

Excerpt from 8/28/18 faculty minutes: 
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A. SLO #1
i. BTT graduate Results were lower in 17-18 than 16-17, which was unusual. However, this was also a small

sample.
a. Dr. Gurry asked if MA (BTS) students take the same test as the MDiv students and thus, should we

expect MDiv to perform better?
- Yes, they do take the same test.
- Assessment will watch trends to see how MA (BTS) students compare to MDiv students.

ii. BL501 results were positive. The suggestion was made to mix MA (BTS) and MDiv papers in order to avoid
bias.

- Roma agreed that the artifacts would be mixed in the future.
iii. TH503 results were not as positive.

- Online students distinctly struggled more with the assignments.
- Dr. Meade questioned if the reason could be linked to acquiring adequate resources.

B. SLO #2
i. BL501 results were low in this area.
ii. BTT results were low.

- Dr. Hunter noted that we may see a distinct shift in the program.  Those graduating were largely
students looking out of the MDiv. We may see more academically focused students in the future.

C. SLO #3
i. None of the Individualized Studies met requirements. (3 papers used) They were very thin in the realm of

bibliographies and needed many more sources.
ii. Roma Royer noted that a couple of those surveyed wanted to get through the program quickly and get out of the

MDiv program as mentioned by Dr. Hunter. She asked if more instruction is needed for the expectations of this
Individualized Study versus a regular individualized study used as an elective.

- General consensus was that ‘yes’. More clarification needs to be made between the two options
and what is expected of a capstone IS.

- Dr. Arnold is working on clarifying the processes to distinguish one IS from another and the
expectations involved. He has a template that he will share with faculty and will create a one
page summary of Individualized Study expectations.

iii. Dr. Arnold noted that the individualized study is seen as easier, but in reality, it is just as rigorous.
- A conversation ensued as to the reason an Individualized Study is available at all as an

alternative to the Thesis. The main difference is that the IS allows a student to split his/her focus
on the capstone project.

- Dr. Arnold noted that this is how most programs structure their academically focused programs.
Dr. Hunter added that there is a distinction between the thesis and individualized study in ATS
standards.

iv. Dr. Arnold voiced a need for more thesis advisors as ThM and MA (BTS) students advance in their programs.
v. Dr. Hunter noted that there is a need to be more aggressive with communication regarding the academic rigor of

the degree.
- There is a lot of confusion as to the purpose of the MA (BTS) program. Some thought it was

mostly to have a completely online option. Others saw that it was the more academically
rigorous option.
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Master of Arts in Counseling 
Program 

2017-19 

PHOENIX SEMINARY 
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Master of Arts in Counseling Program 
Summary of Assessment 2016-17 

Assessment Results  
The 2017-19 assessment cycle is the second for the Master of Arts in Counseling (MAC). The program began 
in Fall 2014. The MAC has five student learning outcomes (SLOs). Following are the results per outcome. 
The benchmark for success is 80%: 

1. Understand Scripture according to Christian orthodoxy. 55% 
2. Articulate fundamental counseling theories, techniques and research. 98% 
3. Apply counseling interventions with skill and compassion. 100% 
4. Produce scholarly work utilizing current research. 75% 
5. Demonstrate healthy relationships with God and others. 99% 

Highlights of the results are as follows: 

Strengths: 
 While SLO #1 is far below the benchmark for success of 80%, it represents a significant increase

from 11% in the previous cycle.  In 2018-19, the MAC students all passed the Bible and Theology
test on their second attempt. A first for any degree program!

 Ninety-five percent of students (95%) passed the Counselor Preparation Comprehensive
Examination (CPCE) and the Professional Qualifying Exam (PQE) the first time upon taking it.

 The 30/60-hour and graduate faculty review of students (The faculty’s professional judgement)
reached 100% for SLO 5, the only SLO they measure.

 The PQE is a homegrown instrument with excellent student results. It also continues to help in
revealing areas of need which, at times, are guiding adjustments to curriculum and lecture content.

 Action Items are linked to the budget process as necessary (see below).

 Action Items are linked to the Strategic Priorities they support and fulfill.

Improvements to be addressed: 
 SLO #1 – While there was an increase in results since the last cycle, the results are still well-below

the required 80% benchmark for success. In 2016-17 the Bible & Theology Test was revised. In Fall
2020, the faculty will conduct a review of three years of test results across all degree programs.

 In the last assessment cycle, faculty determined that it would be better to use CF511 Chemical
Dependency and Addictive Disorders portfolio. It was used in this cycle but faculty determined that
more samples should be used in order to achieve more accurate results. In addition, it was decided
that only CF511 papers should be used from students with 30+ hours completed.

For detailed information, see the individual Degree Program Assessment Chart. 
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Budget Implications 
It is possible that additional funds may be needed to expand the sample size of the CF511 juried review. 

Strategic Plan Implications 
It is important to note that the Action Items from the degree program assessment plans have been aligned 
to specific Strategic Priorities to show the relationship between assessment and strategic planning and 
therefore the effectiveness of the institution itself.  

Those Strategic Priorities most often aligned in degree program assessment are Strategic Priority #3 
“Develop the Seminary’s Academic Programs” and Strategic Priority #5 “Develop an institutional culture 
committed to continuous improvement through assessment.”   

It is our expectation that while the Strategic Priorities cover all aspects of the seminary, it is conceivable that 
results from degree program assessment could engender significant change or addition to the Strategic 
Priorities. In the meantime, the Action Items support and fulfill the Strategic Priorities (see MAM 
Assessment Charts).   

Direct and Indirect Measures  
The direct and indirect measures for MAC assessment are appropriate in kind and number for the student 
learning outcomes. 

Assessment Process  
The Assistant Dean of Academic Services and Assessment collects all results from the Direct and Indirect 
Measures, making a brief, initial analysis.  The degree program assessment data and this initial analysis are 
reviewed by the Director of Counseling programs and Faculty in early September.  The Faculty makes a 
comprehensive analysis and suggests change for the future.  Revised plans are finalized by the Assistant Dean 
and presented to the Assessment Committee for final discussion and approval. Following approval, the 
Assistant Dean creates an action list and follows through on all action items for the year.  

Conclusion 
The MAC program results are positive overall highlighting the strengths of the program. Student learning 
outcomes are appropriate for the degree program. As noted, more time will be given to the Bible and 
Theology test assessment.  
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Assessment Plan and Record for Year:  2018-19 

Institutional Mission: To equip godly leaders to serve Jesus Christ effectively in a diverse and changing world by providing theological education with personal mentoring and ministry training in partnership with the 
local church. 

Academic/Administrative/Student Services Program:   Master of Arts in Counseling  

Program Purpose:  The Master of Arts in Counseling program is designed to equip students for a professional vocation as licensed counselors.  This may include employment in a range of settings including churches, para-
church ministries, and inpatient, outpatient, and in-home mental health agencies.  It can also provide the academic basis for doctoral training. 

Assessment Plan (“beginning the loop”) Assessment Record (“closing the loop”) 
Student Learning Outcomes 
(SLO) 

Criteria & Procedures Assessment Results Analysis and Use of Results Planning and/or Budget Action Responsible for Follow-up 

1. The student should be able
to understand Scripture
according to Christian
orthodoxy.

Aligned to: 
ATS Standard B.2.2 - 
Religious Heritage  

Success is achieved if summary of weighted measures 
is 80% or higher. 

Direct Measures 
Standardized Bible and Theology Test administered at 
graduation.  Success will be achieved if 85% of students 
achieve a score of 42 (equivalent of a B-) or higher. 
Also evaluate improvement rate between entering and 
graduating. 

Indirect Measures 
 ATS GSQ Table 13 – Ability to use/interpret Scriptures;

Knowledge of church doctrine; ability to think
theologically – success will be achieved if the average
score is a 4 (satisfied) or higher.  Maximum score is a 5.

Direct Measure Summary - 55% 
achieved benchmark or higher 
(11% last assessment cycle) 
(summary of weighted measures) 

Standardized Bible and 
Theology Test – 55% 
2017-18 – 46% 
2018-19 - 63%; 2nd attempts in 
2018-19 resulted in 100% of grads 
achieving the score of 42 or 
higher! The first time any degree 
program has accomplished this 
with second attempts! 

Indirect Measures 
Ability to use/interpret Scriptures – 
4.25 
Knowledge of church doctrine – 4.05 
Ability to think theologically – 4.45 

Results indicate the SLO was not met. 

While the SLO was not met, significant 
improvement was seen over the last assessment 
cycle. 

The second attempt results for 2018-19 
should be celebrated!! 

The faculty decided in last year’s assessment to 
wait through this current year before making any 
changes to the test or process in order to see how 
the new test was faring. We will evaluate it 
early Fall 2020. 

No further action is needed at this time. 

In order to have more data to assess, the Bible 
and Theology Test results will be reviewed 
across degree programs at the beginning of 
2020-21 as decided by the Faculty in Fall 
2018. 

2. The student should be able
to articulate fundamental
counseling theories,
techniques and research.

Aligned to: 
ATS Standard B.2.3 - 
Cultural context 

ATS Standard B.2.5 - 
Specialization 

Success is achieved if summary of weighted measures 
is 80% or higher. 

Direct Measures 
 Counselor Preparation Comprehensive

Examination (CPCE).  Success will be achieved if
85% of the students pass the exam the first time.

 Professional Qualifying Exam - Success will be
achieved if 90% of the students pass the exam

Indirect Measure 
CF596 Supervision evaluation and assessment rubric:  
Mastery/Advanced (9-10); Proficient (6-8); Basic 
Competence (3-5); Undeveloped/Novice (1-2) 

CF596 Evaluation by Site Supervisor:  
3 – Average for a person of her/his training and 
experience. 
5 = Highly skilled for a person of her/his training and 
experience 

Direct Measure Summary - 98% 
achieved benchmark or higher 
(100% last assessment cycle)  
(summary of weighted measures) 

Counselor Preparation 
Comprehensive Examination 
(CPCE) – 95% (19) of students 
passed the exam the first time. One 
student did not pass the first time. 

Professional Qualifying Exam -
100% (95% passed the first time). 

Indirect Measure 
CF596 Supervisor evaluation and 
assessment rubric: The score was 
“Proficient” level for all categories 
but one. 
CF596 Evaluation by Site 
Supervisor: Composite scores 
ranged between 3.8 and 4.6. 

Results indicate the SLO was met. 

One student did not pass the PQE the first time, 
accounting for the slightly lower percentage. 
However, the score for the SLO is still well 
above the benchmark. 

No further action is needed at this time. 
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3. The student should be able
to apply counseling
interventions with skill and
compassion.

Aligned to: 
ATS Standard B.2.4 - 
Personal & Spiritual 
Formation 

ATS Standard B.2.5 - 
Specialization 

Success is achieved if summary of weighted measures 
is 80% or higher. 

Direct Measures 
 Professional Qualifying Exam - Success will be

achieved if 90% of the students pass the exam

Indirect Measure 
CF596 Supervision evaluation and assessment rubric:  
Mastery/Advanced (9-10); Proficient (6-8); Basic 
Competence (3-5); Undeveloped/Novice (1-2) 

CF596 Evaluation by Site Supervisor:  
3 – Average for a person of her/his training and 
experience. 
5 = Highly skilled for a person of her/his training and 
experience 

Direct Measure Summary - 
100% achieved benchmark or 
higher (100% last assessment 
cycle) (summary of weighted 
measures) 

Professional Qualifying Exam -
100% (95% passed the first time). 

Indirect Measure 
CF596 Supervisor evaluation and 
assessment rubric: The score was 
“Proficient” level for all categories 
but one. 
CF596 Evaluation by Site 
Supervisor: Composite scores 
ranged between 3.8 and 4.6. 

Results indicate the SLO was met. No further action is needed at this time. 

4. The student should be able
to produce scholarly work
utilizing current research.

Aligned to: 
ATS Standard B.2.3 - 
Cultural context 

Success is achieved if summary of weighted measures 
is 80% or higher. 

Direct Measures 
Juried Reviews Success will be achieved if 80% of 
students receive a “meet” or “exceeds” for this outcome. 
 CF511 Portfolio Project

Indirect Measure 
360 evaluation of the CF511 poster sessions. 

Direct Measure Summary -75 % 
achieved benchmark or higher 
(100% last assessment cycle)  
(summary of weighted measures) 

Juried Reviews: 
 CF511 Portfolio Project – 75%

met or exceeded

Indirect Measure 
The measure was not available. 

Results indicate the SLO was not met. 

For this assessment cycle, we stopped using the 
Professional Qualifying Exam and replaced it 
with a CF511 Portfolio Project. 

Justin’s comments for faculty: 
 By selecting four students the bar for this

assessment is 100%. Not a single student can
be scored “does not meet” and still have the
program goals met. Since the program passing
rate is 80%, at least 5 papers needed to be
selected. The more data reviewed the more
meaningful it is. I think we need to be
intentional about our sample size selection and
the cut off rate/pass rate we are trying to
measure.

 Given the feedback on the one paper (really
the only feedback), it is entirely possible that
the paper was from a new student. Our sample
size was not robust enough to tease this out.

ACTION: In all juried reviews, the Director 
of Assessment should ensure that, going 
forward, all juried reviews have a sufficient 
sample size so that one paper cannot 
significantly skew the results. Budget 
implication – this may result in a need to 
increase the juried review budget since more 
hours will need to be spent reviewing more 
papers. Relates to Strategic Priority #5 
“…continuous improvement through 
assessment” 

ACTION: After the faculty assessment of the 
MAC results, the Assessment Committee 
decided to limit papers for this instrument to 
students who have 30+ hours in the program 
in order to better ascertain if students are able 
to “produce scholarly work, utilizing current 
research.” Relates to Strategic Priority #5 
“…continuous improvement through 
assessment” 

Responsible Party: Roma Royer 
Follow-up Date: December 2019 

Responsible Party: Roma Royer 
Follow-up Date: December 2019 
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5. The student should be able
to demonstrate healthy
relationships with God and
others.

Aligned to: 
ATS Standard B.2.3 - 
Cultural context 

ATS Standard B.2.4 - 
Personal & Spiritual 
Formation 

ATS Standard B.2.5 - 
Specialization 

Success is achieved if summary of weighted measures 
is 80% or higher. 

Direct Measures 
 Counselor Preparation Comprehensive

Examination).  Success will be achieved if 85% of
the students pass the “ethics” portion on the exam the
first time.

 Professional Qualifying Exam - Success will be
achieved if 90% of the students pass the exam

Juried Reviews Success will be achieved if 80% of 
students receive a “meet” or “exceeds” for this outcome. 
 30/60-Hour Review of Students
 Faculty Review of Graduates

No Indirect Measure 

Direct Measure Summary - 99% 
(100% last assessment cycle)  
achieved benchmark or higher 
(summary of weighted measures) 

Counselor Preparation 
Comprehensive Examination 
(CPCE) – 95% (19) of students 
passed the “ethics” portion of the 
exam the first time. One student 
did not pass the first time. 

Professional Qualifying Exam -
100% (95% passed the first time). 

Juried Reviews: 
 30-Hour Review of Students –

100% met or exceeded
 60-Hour Review of Students –

100% met or exceeded
 Faculty Review of Graduates –

100% met or exceeded

Results indicate the SLO was met. No further action is needed at this time. 

Excerpt from Faculty Meeting Minutes of September 3, 2019: 

I. MAC Review
A. SLO #1  This SLO evidenced significant improvement, even if not quite at the

desired benchmark.
 Dr. Steve Tracy asked if the same Bible and Theology Test is given to MAC

students as to MAM students?
- Ms. Royer answered that it is not. The test is aligned with the program, due

to the limited bible and theology hours MAC students complete.
B. SLO#2  One student did not pass the PQE the first time, accounting for the slightly

lower percentage. However, the Direct Measure is still well above the benchmark.
C. SLO#3 no comments
D. SLO#4  The results were below the benchmark. However, both Dr. Justin Smith and

Ms. Royer noted that this was strongly influenced by too small of a sample size.
- Ms. Royer will be ensuring that each Juried Review has an adequate

number of samples so one poor example cannot significantly impact the
results.

Dr. Tracy recommends the addition of a stipulation of being in the program
for X years in order to be included.
- Dr. Smith noted that CF511 used to come at the end of the program, but

due to scheduling problems, several newer students enrolled in the course.
- Ms. Royer will take this question to the Assessment Committee to

determine the benchmark of progress in the program.
E. SLO#5This SLO evidences excellent results.
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Program 

2017-19 
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Master of Arts in Ministry Program 
Summary of Assessment 2017-19 

Assessment Results  
The 2017-19 assessment cycle is the third assessment for the Master of Arts in Ministry (MAM). The 
program began in Fall 2013. The MAM has four student learning outcomes (SLOs). Following are 
the results per outcome. The benchmark for success is 80%: 

1. Know and apply Scripture using proper hermeneutical principles. 76%
2. Articulate sound doctrine according to historic Christian orthodoxy. 84%
3. Demonstrate ministry competency in an applied setting. 92% 
4. Demonstrate healthy relationships with God and neighbor. 100% 

Highlights of the results are as follows: 

Strengths: 
 Three of the four SLOs meet the minimum standard of 80% while SLO #1 did not. See

“Improvements to be addressed” for revisions to instruments in SLO #1.

 The 30-hour and Graduate Faculty Review (The Faculty’s professional judgement)
consistently met the benchmark or higher across all student learning outcomes. The 30-hour
review was at 100% in all SLOs, remarkable considering this is only 30 hours into the
program.

 Action Items are linked to the budget process as necessary (see below).

 Action Items are linked to the Strategic Priorities they support and fulfill.

Improvements to be addressed: 
 SLO #1 – In 2016-17 the Bible & Theology Test was revised. In Fall 2020, the faculty will

conduct a program wide review of three years of test results. In addition, the faculty decided
the BL501 paper was not the best measure for this SLO largely due to the fact that BL501 is
taken very early in a student’s career. The faculty replaced it with the TH503 paper of
students who have taken 30+ hours.

For detailed information, see the individual Degree Program Assessment Chart. 

Budget Implications 
It is possible that funds may be needed to effectively utilize the new student information system in 
retrieving and comparing individual student results from the Bible and Theology Test. 
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Strategic Plan Implications 
It is important to note that the Action Items from the degree program assessment plans have been 
aligned to specific Strategic Priorities to show the relationship between assessment and strategic 
planning and therefore the effectiveness of the institution itself.  

Those Strategic Priorities most often aligned in degree program assessment are Strategic Priority #3 
“Develop the Seminary’s Academic Programs” and Strategic Priority #5 “Develop an institutional 
culture committed to continuous improvement through assessment.”   

It is our expectation that while the Strategic Priorities cover all aspects of the seminary, it is 
conceivable that results from degree program assessment could engender significant change or 
addition to the Strategic Priorities. In the meantime, the Action Items support and fulfill the 
Strategic Priorities (see MAM Assessment Charts).   

Direct and Indirect Measures  
The direct measures for MAM assessment are appropriate in kind and number for the student 
learning outcomes. The indirect measures utilize ATS’ Graduating Student Questionnaire and 
Alumni Questionnaire. Results were positive. 

Assessment Process  
The Assistant Dean of Academic Services and Assessment collects all results from the Direct and 
Indirect Measures, making a brief, initial analysis.  The degree program assessment data and this 
initial analysis are reviewed by Faculty in early September.  The Faculty makes a comprehensive 
analysis and suggests change for the future.  Revised plans are finalized by the Assistant Dean and 
presented to the Assessment Committee for final discussion and approval. Following approval, the 
Assistant Dean creates an action list and follows through on all action items for the year.  

Conclusion 
The MAM program results are positive. The student learning outcomes are appropriate for the 
degree program. The Faculty will continue to monitor the results of the Bible and Theology test to 
determine if low test results reflect a problem with the instrument, student learning, or instruction. 
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Assessment Plan and Record for Year: 2018-19 

Institutional Mission: To equip godly leaders to serve Jesus Christ effectively in a diverse and changing world by providing theological education with personal mentoring and ministry training in partnership with the 
local church. 

Academic Program:  Master of Arts in Ministry 

Program Purpose:  The Master of Arts in Ministry prepares students for Christian ministry other than pulpit/preaching ministries.  It specifically equips students for a variety of professional church and para-church ministries or 
as church lay leaders.  It is expressly not designed to prepare students academically for doctoral studies or for ordination in those churches that require the M.Div. degree. 

Assessment Plan (“beginning the loop”) Assessment Record (“closing the loop”) 
Student Learning 
Outcomes 
(SLO) 

Criteria & Procedures Assessment Results Analysis and Use of Results Planning and/or Budget Action Responsible for Follow-up 

1. The student should be
able to know and apply
Scripture using proper
hermeneutical principles.

Aligned to:
ATS Standard B.2.2 -
Religious Heritage

Success is achieved if summary of weighted measures 
is 80% or higher. 

Direct Measures 
Standardized Bible and Theology Test administered at 
graduation.  Success will be achieved if 85% of students 
achieve a score of 75 points (equivalent of a B-) or 
higher. Also evaluate improvement rate between entering 
and graduating. 

Entire test – (success if 85% of students achieve a score of 84  
[out of 100] or higher) 
Bible only – (success if 85% of students achieve a score of 63 
[out of 75] or higher) 
Theology only – (success if 85% of students achieve a score 
of 20 [out of 24] or higher) 

Juried Reviews Success will be achieved if 80% of 
students receive a “meet” or “exceeds” for this outcome. 
 BL501 Final Exam
 TH503 Paper
 30-Hour Review of Students
 Faculty Review of Graduates

Indirect Measures 
 Internship Supervisor Evaluation
 ATS GSQ Table 15 - Ability to use/interpret Scriptures –

success will be achieved if the average score is a 4 (satisfied)
or higher.  Maximum score is a 5.

 ATS AQ Table 21 – Effectiveness in education:
comprehensive understanding of religious heritage; providing
for develop. in personal spiritual formation

 ATS AQ Table 23 - Importance of biblical studies and
spiritual directions/faith practices in professional work -
success for both AQ tables will be achieved if the average
score is a 2.0 (somewhat important)

Direct Measure Summary - 76% 
achieved benchmark or higher (83% 
last assessment cycle) (summary of 
weighted measures) 

Standardized Bible and Theology 
Test – 49% (last cycle was 62%) 
2017-18 – 38% 
2018-19 – 60% 
Second attempts improved the above 
scores but not enough to meet our 
benchmark of 85%. 

Juried Reviews:  
 BL501 Final Exam – 67%
 TH503 Paper – 83%
 30-Hour Review of Students - 94%

met or exceeded 
 Faculty Review of Graduates -

100% met or exceeded

Indirect Measure Results 
 ATS GSQ Table 15

Ability to use/interpret Scriptures – 4.3
 ATS AQ Table 21 – Effectiveness in

education:
-Comprehensive understanding of
religious heritage – 4.0
-Providing for develop. in personal
spiritual formation – 4.0

 ATS AQ Table 23 – Importance of areas
of study in professional work:
-biblical studies – 3.0
-spiritual directions/faith practices – 3.0

Results indicate the SLO was not met. 

Bible & Theology Test - The faculty 
decided in last year’s assessment to 
wait through this current year before 
making any changes to the test or 
process in order to see how the new test 
was faring. We will evaluate it early 
Fall 2020. 

BL501 paper – this is the last year to 
use this paper. The faculty decided it 
was not the best measure and have 
replaced it with the TH503 paper of 
students who have taken 30+ hours. 

TH503 paper - Going forward, we’ll 
use TH503 papers from students with 
30+ hours. 

No further action is needed at this time. 

In order to have more data to assess, the 
Bible and Theology Test results will be 
reviewed across degree programs at the 
beginning of 2020-21 as decided by the 
Faculty in Fall 2018. 
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2. The student should be
able to articulate sound
doctrine according to
historic Christian
orthodoxy.

Aligned to:
ATS Standard B.2.2 -
Religious Heritage

Success is achieved if summary of weighted measures 
is 80% or higher. 

Direct Measures 
Standardized Bible and Theology Test (theology 
portion only) administered at graduation.  New success 
measure using only theology portion will need to be 
determined. Also evaluate improvement rate between 
entering and graduating. 
Juried Reviews Success will be achieved if 80% of 
students receive a “meet” or “exceeds” for this outcome. 
 TH503 Paper
 30-Hour Review of Students
 Faculty Review of Graduates

Indirect Measure 
 ATS GSQ Table 15 – Educational effectiveness in

facilitating skill areas: Knowledge of church doctrine;
ability to think theologically – success will be achieved if
the average score is a 4 (satisfied) or higher.  Maximum
score is a 5.

 ATS AQ Table 21 – Effectiveness in education:
comprehensive understanding of religious heritage

 ATS AQ Table 23 - Importance of biblical studies and
theology & ethics & moral theology  in professional work  -
success for both AQ tables will be achieved if the average
score is a 3 (effective/somewhat important) or higher.
Maximum score is a 4.

Direct Measure Summary - 84% 
achieved benchmark or higher (82% 
last assessment cycle) (summary of 
weighted measures) 

Standardized Bible and Theology 
Test – (theology only) – 45% 
2017-18 – 50% 
2018-19 - 40% 

Juried Reviews: 
 TH503 Paper – 67%
 30-Hour Review of Students - 100%

met or exceeded
 Faculty Review of Graduates -

100% met or exceeded

Indirect Measure Results 
 ATS GSQ Table 15

Knowledge of church doctrine – 4.3
Ability to think theologically – 4.5

 ATS AQ Table 21 – Effectiveness in
education:
-Comprehensive understanding of
religious heritage – 4.0

 ATS AQ Table 23 – Importance of areas
of study in professional work:
-biblical studies – 3.0
-ethics and moral theology – 3.0

Results indicate the SLO was met. 

Bible & Theology Test - The faculty 
decided in last year’s assessment to 
wait through this current year before 
making any changes to the test or 
process in order to see how the new test 
was faring. We will evaluate it early 
next Fall. 

TH503 paper - Going forward, we’ll 
use TH503 papers from students with 
30+ hours. 

ACTION: There was some concern that 
perhaps the calculation wasn’t correct for the 
overall point score for SLO #2. The Assistant 
Dean will review the score.” 

There are no budget implications at this 
time. 

Responsible Party: Roma Royer 
Follow-up Date: Completed 

The score was lower by two points. 
This chart has been corrected at 
84%. 
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3. The student should be
able to demonstrate
ministry competency in
an applied setting.

Aligned to:
ATS Standard B.2.4 -
Personal & Spiritual
Formation

ATS Standard B.2.5 -
Specialization

Success is achieved if summary of weighted measures 
is 80% or higher. 

Direct Measures 
Juried Reviews Success will be achieved if 80% of 
students receive a “meet” or “exceeds” for this outcome. 
 Field Education
 30-Hour Review of Students
 Faculty Review of Graduates

Indirect Measures 
 ATS GSQ Table 14 – Empathy for poor & oppressed;

concern for social justice; insight into troubles of others -
success will be achieved if the average score is a 4 (satisfied)
or higher.  Maximum score is a 5.

 ATS GSQ Table 15– Ability to lead others; ability to give
spiritual direction; ability in pastoral counseling - success will
be achieved if the average score is a 4 (satisfied) or higher.
Maximum score is a 5.

 ATS AQ Table 21 – Effectiveness in education:
comprehensive understanding of religious heritage;
understanding cultural context of religious work; develop. in
personal & spiritual formation. Success will be achieved if the
average score is a 3 (effective/somewhat important) or higher.
Maximum score is a 4.

 ATS AQ Table 23 - Importance of biblical studies & spiritual
directions/faith practices and pastoral counseling and ethics
and moral theology in professional work - success will be
achieved if the average score is a 2.0 (somewhat important).
Maximum score is a 3.

Direct Measure Summary – 92% 
achieved benchmark (100% last 
assessment cycle) 
(summary of weighted measures) 

Juried Reviews: 
 Field Education – 75%
 30-Hour Review of Students - 100%

met or exceeded
 Faculty Review of Graduates -

100% met or exceeded

Indirect Measure Results 
 ATS GSQ Table 14

Empathy for poor & oppressed – 4.2
Concern for social justice – 4.05
Insight into troubles of others – 4.5

 ATS GSQ Table 15
Ability to lead others – 4.1
Ability to give spiritual direction – 4.1
Ability in pastoral counseling – 4.0

 ATS AQ Table 21 – Effectiveness in
education:
Comprehensive understanding of
religious heritage – 4.0
Understanding cultural context of
religious work - 4.0
Develop. in personal & spiritual
formation - 4.0

 ATS AQ Table 23 – Importance of areas
of study in professional work:
Biblical studies – 3.0
Spiritual directions/faith practices – 3.0
Pastoral counseling – 3.0
Ethics and moral theology – 3.0

Results indicate the SLO was met. No further action is needed. 
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4. The student should be
able to demonstrate
healthy relationships
with God and neighbor.

Aligned to:
ATS Standard B.2.3 -
Cultural context

ATS Standard B.2.4 -
Personal & Spiritual
Formation

Success is achieved if summary of weighted measures 
is 80% or higher. 

Direct Measures 
Results of 30- hour reviews Success will be achieved if 
80% of students pass the first time. 
Juried Reviews Success will be achieved if 80% of 
students receive a “meet” or “exceeds” for this outcome. 
 Field Education
 30-Hour Review of Students
 Faculty Review of Graduates

Indirect Measures 
 ATS GSQ Table 14 – Trust in God; ability to live one’s faith

in daily life; strength of spiritual life; empathy for poor and
oppressed; concern for social justice; insight into troubles of
others - success will be achieved if the average score is a 4
(satisfied) or higher.  Maximum score is a 5.

 ATS GSQ Table 15 – Ability to relate social issues to faith -
success will be achieved if the average score is a 4 (satisfied)
or higher.  Maximum score is a 5.

 ATS AQ Table 21 – Effectiveness in education:
comprehensive understanding of religious heritage;
understanding cultural context of religious work; develop. in
personal & spiritual formation

 ATS AQ Table 23 - Importance of spiritual directions/faith
practices in professional work  - success for both AQ tables
will be achieved if the average score is a 3 (effective/
somewhat important) or higher.  Maximum score is a 4.

Direct Measure Summary - 100% 
achieved benchmark (100% last 
assessment cycle) 
(summary of weighted measures) 

Results of 30- hour reviews – 100% 
(20 students represented) 

Juried Reviews: 
 Field Education – 75%
 30-Hour Review of Students - 100%

met or exceeded
 Faculty Review of Graduates -

100% met or exceeded

Indirect Measure Results 
 ATS GSQ Table 14

Trust in God – 4.5
Ability to live one’s faith in daily life –
4.3
Strength of spiritual life – 4.2
Empathy for poor & oppressed – 4.2
Concern for social justice – 4.05
Insight into troubles of others – 4.5

 ATS GSQ Table 15
Ability to relate social issues to faith –
4.3

 ATS AQ Table 21 – Effectiveness in
education:
Comprehensive understanding of
religious heritage – 4.0
Understanding cultural context of
religious work - 4.0
Develop. in personal & spiritual
formation - 4.0

 ATS AQ Table 23 – Importance of areas
of study in professional work:
Spiritual directions/faith practices – 3.0

Results indicate the SLO was met. 

Consider changing measure “Results of 
30-hour review” to read “Success will
be achieved if 80% of students receive
an unqualified “pass”.”  If students
don’t pass the first time, it’s a fail
which virtually means being dismissed
from the seminary. All other options
are “pass”: with remediation or concern
or unqualified.

The faculty was unanimous in agreeing 
to this change. 

ACTION: The measure will be changed to 
read: “Success will be achieved if 80% of 
students receive an unqualified “pass”.” 
Relates to Strategic Priority #5 
“…continuous improvement through 
assessment” 

There are no budget implications at this 
time. 

Responsible Party: Roma Royer 
Follow-up Date:  December 2019 
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Excerpt from Faculty Meeting minutes on September 3, 2019: 

I. MAM Review
A. SLO #1  no comments, any changes delayed for one year.
B. SLO #2  Dr. Peter Gurry asked how the different items are weighted.

- Roma Royer answered that the more objective measures carry more weight (like the
Bible and Theology Test).

- Also, the results of the entire BTT are used for SLO#1, while only the Theology portion
is used for SLO#2.

C. SLO #3  no comments
D. SLO#4  Roma Royer, In column four, there is a proposed changed to an ‘unqualified pass’ from the

general pass due to the fact that a ‘fail’ is essentially dismissal from the school. The faculty voiced
unanimous agreement with this change.
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2017-19 
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Doctor of Ministry Program 
Summary of Assessment 2015-19 

Assessment Results  
The DMin program has three student learning outcomes (SLOs). Following are the results per outcome. The 
benchmark for success is 80%: 

1. Produce biblical and theological solutions to challenges in ministry culture. 88% 
2. Demonstrate advanced ministry knowledge in at least one of four areas of ministry:

Preaching and Teaching, Ministry Leadership, Pastoral Care and Christian Formation. 100% 
3. Exercise library and research skills appropriate for increasing ministerial competence. 33% 

The DMin program has experienced significant leadership transition in the last year and a half. The DMin 
Director passed away in June 2018. An interim DMin director was hired the same month—a frequent adjunct 
professor familiar with Phoenix Seminary. He resigned in June 2019. The current DMin Director was hired in 
July 2019. He is also the Dean of Students and Assistant Dean of Online Learning. 

Strengths: 
 SLOs #1 and 2 represent a 50% increase in results over the last cycle of assessment.
 Action Items are linked to the budget process as necessary (see below).
 Action Items are linked to the Strategic Priorities they support and fulfill.

Improvements to be addressed: 
 SLO #3 – Due to low assessment results, the DMin Director and Faculty agree that it will be

important to require DM787 DMin Project Research and Design in the first year of the program
effective Fall 2020. In addition, the DMin Director will continue to work on increasing classroom
expectations and adjunct requirements with the expected result that there will be greater consistency
in DMin course requirements and grading.

 The DMin exit and student survey has not been conducted for some time. The Assistant Dean of
Assessment will work towards reinstating these two indirect measures.

For detailed information, see the individual Degree Program Assessment Charts. 

Budget Implications 
Results do not indicate any needed budget changes for 2019-21. 

Strategic Plan Implications 
It is important to note that the Action Items from the degree program assessment plans have been aligned 
to specific Strategic Priorities to show the relationship between assessment and strategic planning and 
therefore the effectiveness of the institution itself.  

Those Strategic Priorities most often aligned in degree program assessment are Strategic Priority #3 
“Develop the Seminary’s Academic Programs” and Strategic Priority #5 “Develop an institutional culture 
committed to continuous improvement through assessment.”   

It is our expectation that while the Strategic Priorities cover all aspects of the seminary, it is conceivable that 
results from degree program assessment could engender significant change or addition to the Strategic 
Priorities. In the meantime, the Action Items support and fulfill the Strategic Priorities (see DMin 
Assessment Charts).   
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Direct and Indirect Measures  
The direct and indirect measures for DMin assessment are appropriate in kind and number for the student 
learning outcomes. As noted under “Improvements”, the DM student and exit surveys need to be reinstated. 

Assessment Process  
The Director of Assessment collects all results from the Direct and Indirect Measures, making a brief, initial 
analysis.  The degree program assessment data and this initial analysis are reviewed by the DMin Director and 
Faculty in late August.  The Faculty makes a comprehensive analysis and suggests change for the future.  
Revised plans are finalized by the Director of Assessment and presented to the Assessment Committee for 
final approval. Following approval, the Director of Assessment creates an action list and follows through on 
all action items for the year.  

Conclusion 
The increase in results for SLO #1 and 2 as compared to the last cycle is significant and encouragin. The 
need to see library and research skills increase in DMin students is clear. It is hoped that requiring DM787 in 
the first year of the program will meet this need along with greater consistency among adjuncts in 
requirements and grading. 
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Assessment Plan and Record for Year:  2015-19 

Institutional Mission: To equip godly leaders to serve Jesus Christ effectively in a diverse and changing world by providing theological education with personal mentoring and ministry training in partnership with the 
local church. 

Academic Program:   Doctor of Ministry 

Program Purpose:  The purpose of the Doctor of Ministry degree program is to prepare students currently in vocational ministry with the highest level of expertise in the biblical and theological application of God’s truth to their 
contextual ministry setting in the church and para-church. The Ph.D. degree, by comparison, purposes primarily to equip students to engage in scholarly research and teaching. 

Assessment Plan (“beginning the loop”) Assessment Record (“closing the loop”) 
Intended Program Outcomes Criteria & Procedures Assessment Results Analysis and Use of Results Planning and/or Budget Action Responsible for Follow-up 
1. The student should be able
to produce biblical and
theological solutions to
challenges in ministry culture.

Aligned to: 
ATS Standard E.2.1 

Direct Measures 
Juried Reviews Success will be achieved if 80% of students 
receive a “meet” or “exceeds” for this outcome. 
• Project
• DM711 Paper

Indirect Measure 
• Exit Survey and Student Survey (every two years) that

includes the question “The D.Min. program surfaced
challenges in my ministry and gave me solutions for the
challenges.” Success will be achieved if 80% of the
graduates respond by “strongly agree” or “agree” to the
statement.

Direct Measure Summary 88% (45% 
last assessment cycle) achieved 
benchmark or higher (summary of 
weighted measures) 

Juried Reviews: 
• Project – 100%
• DM711 Paper – 75%

Results indicate the SLO was met. 

Given the wording of this SLO, the 
DM711 reviewers felt that the papers 
met it hence the suggested change to 
SLO #1 here: “Produce competent and 
compelling biblical and theological 
solutions to challenges in ministry 
culture appropriate to doctoral level 
work” or something like this. 

The DM711 reviewers also suggested 
that this paper should also assess SLO 
#3. 

The last time this program was 
reviewed (2014-15) the scores were: 
Project – 50%  
DM711 paper – 40%  

ACTION:  
Faculty discussed on 9/3/19 and 
encouraged that DM787 be required 
at the beginning of a student’s 
program. They were also concerned 
about consistency among adjunct 
faculty who teach in DMin program. 
The DMin Director has been working 
on it and will continue to do so. It 
should be noted that the DMin 
Director began in July 2019.  
Faculty agreed that the AC should 
discuss further with the DMin 
Director present. 

The AC discussed and proposed to 
faculty that DM787 be required 
within the first year of the program. 
Faculty agreed. This will be in effect 
as of 2020-21 for new DM students. 

The DMin Director will continue to 
work on increasing classroom 
expectations and adjunct 
requirements. Relates to Strategic 
Priority #3 “…develop seminary 
academic programs” (C.3.) 

There are no budget implications 
at this time. 

Responsible Party: Roma Royer 
Follow-up Date:  Completed 

2. The student should be able
to demonstrate advanced
ministry knowledge in at least
one of four areas of ministry:
Preaching and Teaching,
Ministry Leadership, Pastoral
Care and Christian Formation.

Aligned to: 
ATS Standard E.2.1 and 
E.2.2

Direct Measures 
Juried Reviews Success will be achieved if 80% of students 
receive a “meet” or “exceeds” for this outcome. 
• Project

Indirect Measure 
• Exit Survey and Student Survey (every two years) that

includes questions addressing this outcome. Success will be
achieved if 80% of the graduates respond by “strongly agree”
or “agree” to the statement.

Direct Measure Summary - 100% 
(50% last assessment cycle) achieved 
benchmark or higher (summary of 
weighted measures) 

Juried Reviews: 
• Project – 100%

Results indicate the SLO was met. 

The last time this program was 
reviewed (2014-15) the scores were: 
Project – 50%  

No further action needed at this time. 
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3. The student should be able 
to exercise library and research 
skills appropriate for 
increasing ministerial 
competence. 
 

Aligned to: 
ATS Standard E.2.2 and  
E.2.4  

 

Direct Measures 
Juried Reviews Success will be achieved if 80% of students 
receive a “meet” or “exceeds” for this outcome. 
• Project 
 
Indirect Measure 
• Exit Survey and Student Survey (every two years) that 

includes questions addressing this outcome. Success will be 
achieved if 80% of the graduates respond by “strongly agree” 
or “agree” to the statement. 
 

Direct Measure Summary - 33% 
(100% last assessment cycle) achieved 
benchmark  
(summary of weighted measures) 
 
Juried Reviews: 
• Project – 33% 
 

Results indicate the SLO was not met. 
 
The last time this program was 
reviewed (2014-15) the scores were: 
Project – 100%  
 
Jurors recommend a change to this 
SLO but wanted more time to think it 
through what needs to be changed.  
 
Faculty decided not to change the SLO. 

ACTION: Action in  SLO #1 
applies here. 
 

 
 
 

 
Excerpt from Faculty Meeting Minutes of September 3, 2019: 
 

I. DMin Review 
A. The DMin program is only reviewed every 4 years due to the limited offering of classes and number of students. 
B. SLO#1This shows significant improvement. 
C. SLO#3 Significant Improvement. 
D. The difficulty of SLO#1 

1. Dr. Gurry, who was on the Juried Review Panel for these assignments, noted that SLO#1 is difficult to not meet. 
Nothing in the papers was unorthodox, and they all used scripture. They were Biblical, yet completely uncompelling. 
The sources used were poor, and they did not engage well with the counter views.  

2. Ms. Royer questioned whether the expectation of the DMin students is the same as for a PhD? ATS requirements reveal 
a significant difference in the level expected. 

3. Dr. Brian Arnold noted that in reading the projects, they were of lower quality than what could even be considered for 
MDiv work. (This was affirmed by Dr. John Meade.) 

4. Dr. Gurry emphasized that not engaging with the opposing argument is a significant problem.  
5. Dr. Meade added that in reading the expectations for DM711 as distributed by the professor, the papers should have 

failed. They did not meet even the objective requirements.  
6. Dr. Brian Arnold asked if access to scholarly resources is a problem or factor for the quality of papers?  

- Dr. Smith noted that the majority of research is currently being done online. In addition, if students have sources 
to support their own positions, those resources usually contain references to their opponents. This may not be a 
valid excuse.  

7. Dr. Smith commented that the wording of the SLO can be changed, but there is a larger problem that is being unveiled 
through the assessment process.  

8. Ms. Royer noted that any changes to SLO#1 will likely impact SLO#3. 
- This led to a discussion with Dr. Josh Anderson regarding the DM787 Project Research and Design, which is 

hoped to be required at the beginning of a student’s program.   
9. Dr. Meade asked if there is a standard across the DMin program for the quality of work required.  It seems as though an 

academic culture needs to be cultivated.  
- Dr. Anderson answered that finding that standard is in progress. A good system as far as types of courses offered 

has not existed to this point. Cohorts seem to be the best practice, but we do not have the census for that yet. He 
is looking to ensure greater depth and breadth to the DMin Program as a whole. Part of this involves making the 
research portion more robust by moving DM787 to the front end of the program.  

- He also noted that students are often going blindly into their projects. He is working on methods to also educate 
advisors and readers in walking the students through this process.  

10. Ms. Royer asked if there is talk of ensuring consistency on course requirements for adjuncts? 
- Dr. Anderson answered, absolutely. There needs to be basic lines of demarcations regarding syllabi 

requirements, course requirements, etc.  
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- 
11. Dr. Logan offered to share resources he was given in completing his doctorate, so that PS can learn from other

institutions.
12. Dr. Anderson reemphasized that offering the research course upfront will hopefully make a significant difference in the

students’ quality of work. In order to meet the needs of the students, this will likely have to be offered as an online
course.

- Dr. John DelHousaye asked about faculty involvement in crafting the course.
• Dr. Anderson answered that this is yet to be determined, but he will communicate future need.

13. Dr. Smith noted that many programs pair the research course with project goals, perhaps a ground format is still more
practical to make it more personal and tailored to the students’ goals.

- Dr. Anderson noted that Dr. Kisling typically frames the course this way, providing an overview of the project,
project design and helps the student complete the Topic Approval Petition.

14. Ms. Royer suggested that proposed changes be reviewed by the Assessment Committee. Dr. Anderson will also be in
attendance for this discussion.

15. Dr. Hunter noted that this conversation is what assessment is all about.
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Areas of 
Assessment 

Evidence of Assessment
STRENGTHS AND/OR WEAKNESS OF CURRENT PLAN IMPROVEMENTS TO BE IMPLEMENTED 

Effectiveness 
Was each step accomplished effectively? 

Logic  
Was each step logically rigorous? 

Comprehensiveness 
Was each step addressed in a comprehensive way? 

Action Steps 
Based on the foregoing outcomes, what change should be 

made? 

Person(s) Responsible to 
Implement Change 
Who will take action? 

Step 1 – Determine and 
refine desired outcomes 

In 2019, the new ThM student learning outcomes 
were evaluated by the Assessment Committee since 
there was concern that they mirrored the MA(BTS) 
SLOs too closely.   

All other degree program SLOs remained static. 

The Assessment Committee discussed the 
options for proposed revisions of the ThM 
SLOs and believe that they needed to be 
more specifically related to the ThM 
program. 

The Assessment Committee discussed the revised 
ThM SLOs twice and the Faculty, collectively, 
approved the proposal from the Assessment 
Committee. 

No further action needed at this time. 

Step 2 – Identify and enrich 
assessment instruments 

Instruments are routinely evaluated by Faculty, 
collectively, as a result of degree program assessment. 
A couple of examples from 2017-19 are: 1) The 
difference between MA(BTS) individualized studies 
(used as assessment instruments) and other degree 
program individualized studies was clarified and 2) 
discussion is ongoing regarding the BL501 exam as an 
instrument (continued from 2015-17). 

Decisions to revise instruments or replace 
them are made thoughtfully. This keeps the 
assessment process more stable, hopefully 
yielding consistent results (e.g. the BL501 
exam has been addressed, over a couple of 
years, in a number of thoughtful 
discussions by both the Faculty, 
collectively, and the Assessment 
Committee). 

Instrument decisions are also made 
comprehensively. Since instruments may be used 
by several degree programs, care must be taken in 
any kind of revision process, insuring that all 
applicable degree programs are considered. 

No further action needed at this time. 

Step 3 – Implement data 
collection 

Data was systematically collected for assessment 
purposes.  

Data collection was based on the 
Assessment Calendar for Degree Programs, 
which is a comprehensive list of all 
instruments used annually. 

Data collection was comprehensive in scope.  

The Assistant Dean of Assessment has a basic 
system for collection that is working well. 

No further action needed at this time. 

Step 4 – Review and 
interpret results 

All results are reviewed by the Assistant Dean of 
Assessment and the Assessment Committee or 
Faculty, collectively.  Pertinent revisions are recorded 
in the minutes and applied to the appropriate degree 
program assessment plan by the Assistant Dean of 
Assessment.  In addition, results are applied to other 
areas not directly tied to the assessment plans 
themselves. 

Since all results are reviewed and 
interpreted by Faculty, collectively, any 
needed changes to the curriculum are 
understood and supported by the Faculty. 

Results were reviewed and interpreted by the 
Faculty, collectively, and the Assessment 
Committee. More than one person is involved 
with each instrument and reviewers consist of 
Faculty related to the particular discipline as well 
as those who are not, in order to foster greater 
objectivity. 

No further action needed at this time. 

Step 5 – Determine change 
needed to improve outcomes 

Every cycle of assessment is evaluated by both the 
Assessment Committee and the Faculty, collectively, 
and improvements to student learning are considered 
during each cycle for each applicable degree program. 

The multi-year cycle has enhanced the 
number of samples available for each 
instrument. 

The instrument and its results are reviewed and 
considered in light of the specific outcome as well 
as the degree program as a whole. 

Change resulting from assessment is included in 
the Action Items document for follow-up as well 
in “Summary of Change Resulting from 
Assessment” which is included in the 
Comprehensive plan and presented to the Board. 

No further action needed at this time. 

Assessing the Phoenix Seminary 2017-19 Comprehensive Assessment Plan 
Purpose:  To ensure that the Phoenix Seminary Comprehensive Assessment Plan is effective in accomplishing its purpose.  

Process:  The Assessment Committee will review the assessment plan and process every two years, usually early in the fall semester, and make 
recommendations to the faculty and administration for change as appropriate.  Once approved, changes will be incorporated into the next year’s 
comprehensive assessment plan. 

Procedure:  The steps of the Feedback Loop for Continuous Improvement, the essential element of the comprehensive assessment plan, will be evaluated 
along with the overall plan structure.
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Areas of 
Assessment 

Evidence of Assessment 
STRENGTHS AND/OR WEAKNESS OF CURRENT PLAN IMPROVEMENTS TO BE IMPLEMENTED 

 Effectiveness 
Was each step accomplished effectively? 

Logic  
Was each step logically rigorous? 

Comprehensiveness 
Was each step addressed in a comprehensive way? 

Action Steps 
Based on the foregoing outcomes, what change should be 

made? 

Person(s) Responsible to 
Implement Change 
Who will take action? 

Step 6 – Incorporate, as 
necessary, into Strategic Plan 

 

 

Since the Strategic Priorities of the Strategic Plan are 
well-developed and cover all aspects of the seminary, 
it is less likely that results from degree program 
assessment will regularly engender significant change 
or addition to the Strategic Priorities. However, when 
change is required to the Strategic Priorities from 
degree program assessment, the Integrated Master 
Calendar and the Interconnection Flow chart 
(assessment, strategic plan, and board) provide the 
manner in which it will take place. In 2017-19, there 
was no change to the strategic plan from degree 
program assessment. 

It should also be noted that the seminary is 
experiencing significant change in leadership, as of 
Spring/Summer 2019, including the President and 
one Executive Vice President. This transition will 
necessarily require a review of the strategic plan 
process and how changes in assessment will be 
incorporated into the plan and budget. 

Action Items from the degree program 
assessment plans have been aligned to 
specific Strategic Priorities to show the 
relationship between assessment and 
strategic planning and therefore the 
effectiveness of the institution itself.  While 
there has not yet been significant change or 
addition to the Strategic Priorities through 
degree program assessment, the Action 
Items support and fulfill the Strategic 
Priorities. 

See previous columns. No further action needed at this time.  

Step 7 – Implement 
necessary budget change 

 

 

Each step of assessment takes into consideration any 
needed changes to the budget.  In most cases, these 
changes were minimal. 

A structured budget process automatically requires an 
informed connection to assessment results. 

In addition, a master calendar coordinates assessment, 
strategic planning, budget and board meetings. 

Please see Step 6 “Effectiveness” box for seminary 
changes that may affect the budget and how 
assessment intersects with the strategic plan. 

See previous column. See previous column. No further action needed at this time.  

Step 8 – Implement 
improvements 

Due to the size of the seminary and lack of 
bureaucracy, improvements are usually implemented 
quickly and effectively.  

See previous column. Improvements are comprehensively categorized in 
the Action Items document where they are 
addressed as quickly as possible. 

No further action needed at this time.  

Step 9 – Evaluate assessment 
plan and process 

Conducted each assessment cycle by the Assessment 
Committee. 

This assessment chart is a logical method 
of approach.   

All assessment plans and processes are evaluated 
by the Assessment Committee. 

No further action needed at this time.  

Overall structure of the 
comprehensive plan 

The overall structure of the plan is sound and 
effective. 

See previous column. The structure of the plan is comprehensive in that 
it utilizes the Assessment Committee, Faculty, and 
Assistant Dean of Assessment to accomplish the 
requirements of the plan.  It also addresses all 
areas of the seminary including academics and 
operations. 

No further action needed at this time.  

 
 
*Steps 6 and 7 were further discussed in a April 26-29, 2019 email conversation. Language was added to this chart to demonstrate the leadership transition taking place at the seminary and to show the Committee’s awareness that revisions are 
likely for the current process in which Assessment intersects with the budget and strategic plan. 
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Program Outcome 
(The Student will be able to . . .) 

Assessment  Action Items Person  
Responsible 

Date  
Due 

  MDiv 1. Know and apply Scripture using proper hermeneutical 
principles. 

Bible & Theology 
Test 

Assessment Committee will consider whether second attempts should be used and 
make recommendation to the Faculty  

Assessment 
Committee 

COMPLETE 

MDiv 1. Know and apply Scripture using proper hermeneutical 
principles. 

Bible & Theology 
Test 

Clarify whether students see their wrong answers in BTT. Asst Dean of 
Assessment 

COMPLETE 

MDiv 1. Know and apply Scripture using proper hermeneutical 
principles. 

Bible & Theology 
Test 

Students need to understand, through their SSA, that the BTT will be required at 
graduation and they must pass it in order to graduate. 

Asst Dean of 
Assessment 

COMPLETE 

MA (BTS) 1. Know and apply Scripture using proper hermeneutical 
principles. 

Bible & Theology 
Test 

Assessment Committee will consider whether second attempts should be used and 
make recommendation to the Faculty  

Assessment 
Committee 

COMPLETE 

MA (BTS) 1. Know and apply Scripture using proper hermeneutical 
principles. 

Bible & Theology 
Test 

Clarify whether students see their wrong answers in BTT. Asst Dean of 
Assessment 

COMPLETE 

MA (BTS) 1. Know and apply Scripture using proper hermeneutical 
principles. 

Bible & Theology 
Test 

Students need to understand, through their SSA, that the BTT will be required at 
graduation and they must pass it in order to graduate. 

Asst Dean of 
Assessment 

COMPLETE 

MA (BTS) 1. Know and apply Scripture using proper hermeneutical 
principles. 

BL501 Paper Assessment Committee should consider whether to combine MDiv and MA(BTS) 
papers in juried review so as to avoid bias. 

Asst Dean of 
Assessment 

COMPLETE 

MA (BTS) 1. Demonstrate competency in research skills for academic 
study of the Scriptures and Christian theology. 

MA(BTS) 
Individualized 
Studies 

MA(BTS) director will clarify processes for culminating individualized studies and 
provide faculty with a one-page summary of expectation. 

MA(BTS) 
Director 

COMPLETE 

MAC 4. Produce scholarly work utilizing current research. CF511 Portfolio In the next cycle, we will use a bigger sample size for more accurate results and we 
will use portfolios from students with 30+ hours. 

Asst Dean of 
Assessment 

COMPLETE 

MAM 4. Demonstrate healthy relationships with God and neighbor. 30hr Faculty 
Review 

Measure of success changed to “Success will be achieved if 80% of students receive 
an unqualified pass.” 

Asst Dean of 
Assessment 

COMPLETE 

DMin 3. Exercise library and research skills appropriate for 
increasing ministerial competence. 

DMin Project DM787 will be required within the first year of the program effective as of 2020-21 
for new DM students. The DMin Director will continue to work on increasing 
classroom expectations and adjunct requirements. (the latter is ongoing) 

Asst Dean of 
Assessment 

COMPLETE 

Comprehensive Assessment Plan assessed Spring 2019 There are no action items in this cycle.  
In the next cycle, the Assessment Committee will want to be able to have access to 
the strategic plan (which is in transition) in order to make adequate evaluation of the 
comprehensive assessment plan. 

Asst Dean of 
Assessment 

N/A 

2017-19 Assessment Action Items 
Degree Program Assessment and Comprehensive Plan Assessment 
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